
SEMEY CAR ASSEMBLY PLANT

INTEGRATED MANAGEMEI{T SYSTEMS POLICY

We, <<Semey Car Assembly Planb> LLC (hereinafter referred to as the Enterprise), have unique

experience in the field of assembling <URAL>, <<GAZ>>, (SHACMAN>, (DONG FENG), (ZHONGTONG>,

ufilNo, vehicles, as well as <<BELARUS), <(JINMA)), <<ZOOMLION>> tractors. Persormel of the Enterprise

guided by the requirements of the legislation of the Republic of Kazakhstan" international acts, norms of ISO

Ol8l20l7, <On safety of agricultural and forestry tractors and their trailers> 03112012 as well as requirements

of consumers carries out the following activities:

. assembly and testing of <<URAL>>, <<GAZ>>, (SHACMAN)), (DONG FENG>" dHONGTONG), (HINO>

icles, as well as (GELARUS), <JINMA>, dOOMLION>> tractors;

. design, development and installation of attachments on the chassis of <DONG FENG), <<URAL>r,

<<G AZ>>, ( SHACMAN) cars ;

. engineering ofproduct design.

The priority areas of the Enterprise's activity policy are as follows:

international community in the field of product assembly activities, as well as requirements of quality

management systems and environmental management;
2. maintaining feedback with consumers and taking into account their preferences to improve the quality of

assembling vehicles we produce,

market conditions;
4. improvement of production processes, taking into account technical developments, scientific research,

@nsumer needs and society's expectations, as well as principles of "environmental friendliness" of production;

5. quality control and environmental protection at all stages of technological process of assembling vehicles
manufactured,

7. fulfillment of legislative and regulatory requirements related to risks and in the field of occupational

health and safety;
8. building mutually beneficial relationships with foreign and local suppliers, manufacturers of machine

kits and component parts;
9, ensuring the Enterprise's competitiveness among organizations providing similar services by expanding

10. management of risks associated with car assembly activities of the Enterprise;

11. constant concern for improving the professional level of all employees and their interest in the final
result of the Enterprise' s activities;

12. organizing continuous training of employees, improving their skills, creating conditions for taking the

initiative in improving and functioning of integrated management system.

qndundertakes to be guided by the goals and comply with the principles of in their activities.

Director General of <<Semey Car Assembly Planb> LLC M.K.
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